Semiclassical Liouville method for the simulation of electronic transitions: single ensemble formulation.
In this paper, we describe a single ensemble implementation of the semiclassical Liouville method for simulating quantum processes using classical trajectories. In this approach, one ensemble of trajectories supports the evolution of all semiclassical density matrix elements, rather than employing a distinct ensemble for each. The ensemble evolves classically under a single reference Hamiltonian, which is chosen based on physical grounds; for electronic relaxation of an initially excited state, the initially populated upper surface Hamiltonian is the natural choice. Classical trajectories evolving on the reference potential then represent the time-dependent upper state population density and also the electronic coherence and the ground state density created by electronic transition. The error made in the classical motion of the trajectories for these latter distributions is compensated for by incorporating the difference between the correct and reference Liouville propagators into the calculation of the coefficients of the individual trajectories. This approach gives very accurate results for a number of model problems and cases describing ultrafast electronic relaxation dynamics.